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“ACUTEC’s help and
advice will continue
to be invaluable as
NEBOSH embarks on
the next stage of its
evolution.”
Clare Bonsall
IT Manager
NEBOSH

NEBOSH

A new platform for growth with system upgrade from ACUTEC

What They Do

What We Did

Safety and Health) an independent examination awarding board

ACUTEC:

NEBOSH (The National Examination Board of Occupational

formed in 1979 which holds charitable status. Many thousands
of candidates take the globally recognised vocational related
qualifications every year.

NEBOSH qualifications are recognised and respected by

employers in all sectors of the economy, national and local

Working in partnership with NEBOSH’s internal IT officer

 Upgraded all systems, installing new hardware and
software.

 Ensured uniformity across departments by updating all PCs
to the same specification.

government organisations and provide the benchmark standard

 Tested IT networks to make sure everything was running

500 NEBOSH-accredited course providers throughout the UK

 Set up remote access connections to allow employees to

The Brief

 Provided support for office based and remote access IT

against which others are compared. They are offered by over
and overseas and also hold Investors in People status.

With student numbers rising to 35,000 in recent years, and

further growth overseas predicted, NEBOSH needed to ensure
the infrastructure of its computer network could cope with
further expansion.

efficiently.

access their work while overseas.
hardware and software.

From client brief to completion at NEBOSH’s employee base in
Leicester was around three months. ACUTEC continues to
provide proactive IT support for NEBOSH’s network and

applications. We provide a daily health check report on all

systems keeping the company in line ever changing working

practises and legislation.
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Summary

“We needed a reliable IT partner that we could trust with our

Next Steps...

systems. ACUTEC have proven that they can rise to any

challenge and I value their flexible approach, working with our
changing organisation.

“Their help and advice will continue to be invaluable as
NEBOSH embarks on the next stage of its evolution.”
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